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Abstract. Collision avoidance plays an essential role in crowd simulation and deter-
mines the simulation quality to some extent. We propose a novel method to improve the
collision avoidance performance based on the existing crowd simulation methods. The
example-based method is chosen as the basic method by reasons of the realistic simula-
tion result. Considering collision avoidance in the example-based method relies heavily
on data captured from the real world, velocity obstacle (VO) is introduced to calculate
an action of an agent when collision-free example cannot be found. We finally optimize
the performance of collision avoidance by performing the novel collision fixing (CF) al-
gorithm. The CF takes advantage of obtained actions to detect potential collisions and
employs repulsive force to avoid the collisions. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method, and the results show that the method greatly reduces
collision times, especially in complex simulation scenarios, while keeping the scenarios
otherwise realistic.
Keywords: Agent-based modeling, Crowd simulation, Collision avoidance, Example-
based simulation

1. Introduction. Crowd simulation serves many fields, such as social phenomenon study,
simulated training, and multimedia-related applications, including virtual reality, video
games, the movie industry, etc. Agent-based simulation models are widely applied since
they model people as agents that can perform a number of different behaviors. Collision
avoidance is the essential behavior of people in most simulation scenarios. Rendering
plausible collision-avoidance behavior has recently been the focus of many researchers’
efforts.

In the field of agent-based simulation, simulation methods are generally divided into
rule-based methods and data-driven methods. For rule-based approaches, researchers sim-
ulate collision avoidance by defining various rules according to the joint effect of physical,
psychological, and sociological factors [1-7]. As subtle factors have impacts on humans, it
is extremely difficult to describe all the aspects of human behaviors. Therefore, although
efficient collision avoidance can be achieved, realistic and natural motions are difficult to
simulate. To improve upon the realism of simulations, real-life motion data captured have
been increasingly applied in [8-12]. Consequently, data-driven techniques appear in ex-
tensive application and the example-based method belongs to one type of the data-driven
methods. In the example-based methods, agents can directly learn actions encoded in the
real-life data without the need to define rules.

Although the example-based methods can automatically capture the realism of human
motion, these methods are currently subject to the challenge of effectively avoiding col-
lisions when the motion data are not sufficient. Due to the rigorous conditions and the
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demand of accurate trajectory-tracking techniques, capturing enough motion trajectories
that cover diverse simulation scenarios is extremely difficult. Agents might collide when
the motion data do not cover enough of the various states of the agents. Thus, it is impor-
tant to rigorously solve the collision avoidance problem in the example-based simulation
to maintain realistic crowd simulation results.

In this paper, we propose an effective collision avoidance approach to decrease the
possibility of collision for the example-based crowd simulation and maintain its natural
behaviors among crowd simultaneously. In the simulation system, we firstly try to cal-
culate actions for agents with the example-based method. To deal with the problem of
potential collision that arises when no available example can be found, the velocity obsta-
cle (VO) based rule [13] is implemented to calculate the safe action for the current agent.
Theoretically, VO model can take care of a collision very efficiently; however, we find that
when introduced in the example-based model, VO could not eliminate all of the collisions
if its parameters are inappropriate. Finally, to further avert the collision, a novel collision
fixing (CF) algorithm is proposed to improve upon the performance of collision avoidance.
The CF algorithm makes good use of actions which have been calculated and uses the
repulsive force to simulate collision-free actions.

The main contributions of our work in this paper are as follows.
(1) In the field of example-based simulation, we introduce the VO rule to calculate

actions to be taken when no collision-free example can be found. The introduced rule
could remedy the shortage of examples and eliminate the collisions to some extent.

(2) Different from the strategy of predicting collisions, our work proposes CF algo-
rithm to detect potential collisions and employs the repulsive force to avoid the collisions
effectively.

(3) Drastically decrease collision times without compromising the realism of the original
example-based simulation methods and make real data be applied to more simulation
scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, related works are reviewed
and compared with our approach in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the general mech-
anism of our method. In Section 4, the example extraction and the example database
construction are then presented. Section 5 expounds the complete simulation process,
especially the collision avoidance strategy. Next, we conduct experiments to evaluate the
collision avoidance and the realistic performance of the proposed method in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 concludes our research and looks into future works.

2. Related Works. Vast works of research have been dedicated to crowd simulation
and recent surveys [14,15] provide outstanding overviews. Among existing models, agent-
based simulation, which considers each simulated person as an agent, becomes more and
more popular considering that it can simulate crowds with various characteristics and
diverse behaviors. The recently developed data-driven methods belong to the agent-
based model. The data-driven methods make use of collision predictions and avoidance
maneuvers implicitly encoded in data, which represent real-world human trajectories.

One group of works aims to design and train energy functions or artificial models whose
parameters are calibrated by data in order to simulate crowd behavior that match the
behavior observed in video sequences [8,16]. Therefore, the parameters are determined
automatically. Although automatically calibrating parameters by means of data could
outperform manual calibration, the performance of collision avoidance is tied to the design
of the models. Several works focus on learning crowd dynamics in the provided video
sequences. Collective behaviors in crowded scenes were learned from video sequences
through a hybrid model of dynamic pedestrian-agents in [9]. Some newly proposed works
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[17-22] learned macro-motion patterns of specific scenes in videos and used non-data-
driven models, such as the social force model and reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO) to
achieve collision avoidance. Macro-dynamics of a crowd in these works can be consistent
with real trajectories, but the reality of localized behavior might not be guaranteed.

Another widely investigated branch is example-based simulation. In example-based
approaches, examples are defined as state-action pairs and extracted from human tra-
jectories. Some research, similar to the first group of work mentioned earlier, trains
learning algorithms through examples. For instance, locally weighted linear regression or
other suitable algorithms were introduced so that the actions of agents could be predicted
with algorithms [10,23,24]. Although these works avoid manually obtaining parameters,
synthesizing realistic simulations might be restricted to the formulation of models or al-
gorithms. Specifically, M. Zhao et al. used the action in the example as the preferred
velocity of a collision avoidance model [25], whereas the actual collision avoidance relies
on the realistic performance of the applied model.

To reduce artificial intervention, some popular methods, which are closely relevant to
our work, make agents act directly as suitable examples so as to make actions more closely
mirror the real world. In the general process, firstly, an example database is constructed in
advance. Then during the simulation, a set of similar examples are obtained and collision-
free actions are selected from these examples. In [11], A. Lerner et al. predefined a function
to match similar examples with agents. However, when no collision-free examples were
found in the matched examples, one example that could steer the agent away from a
collision was searched, though not matching the surrounding configuration. To improve
the matching efficiency, M. Zhao et al. clustered examples and selected examples by
means of an artificial neural-network classifier [26]. As for collision avoidance under the
case of no collision-free examples, an emergency stop was performed. Another time-
reduction strategy took advantage of the data structure of the graph in [27], wherein
the perception-action graph (PAG) was presented to store similar patterns on nodes and
actions on edges. Moreover, the work conducted a greedy mechanism: if neighbors’ actions
had been updated, it would use the updated actions to predict collisions, and it otherwise
used their current velocities. However, when no nodes could avoid collisions, agents would
compulsorily select other nodes or ignore the collision. In summary, the efforts for collision
avoidance in the existing works were less arduous and collisions could not be eliminated
efficiently.

We notice that when the real data are not sufficient to describe the simulation scenario,
collision-free examples are difficult to find. Under this circumstance, collisions are likely
to occur and lead to less realistic simulation results. As far as we know, existing works
based on the method of learning behaviors directly from examples mainly focused on
speeding up the search process. However, the situation where suitable examples could
not be found was rarely given importance. Compared with previous works, we elaborate
on the advantage of example-based methods and devote more effort to addressing the
problem of collision avoidance.

3. The Framework of Collision Avoidance. The framework of the proposed collision
avoidance approach is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, we design the example formulas and
construct example databases before the simulation. Then, we perform the example selec-
tion, calculate actions, and perform the collision avoidance process during the simulation.
The detailed explanation is as follows.

(1) Before simulation, examples are classified into two categories according to the ex-
istence of other individuals or obstacles within the field of view of the current individual.
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Figure 1. Framework overview of the proposed collision avoidance approach

We design example formulas by considering the psychological and behavioral character-
istics of human. Thus, examples are extracted from real trajectories of human beings
according to the formulas, and the lone example database (DB) and the not-lone example
database are constructed.

(2) During simulation, the agent is classified as a lone agent or not-lone agent depending
on the state. Then, similarity matching across the states in the corresponding DB is
performed to find similar examples. The classification strategy could save data space and
improve searching efficiency.

(3) For the lone agent, a random-selection strategy is employed among the top similar
examples to obtain its action, which will make behaviors look natural. For the not-lone
agent, the collision-free action is selected from the most similar examples. For the case
where no safe examples exist, the VO-based rule is introduced to calculate one action.

(4) After all of the not-lone agents obtain the actions, a novel CF algorithm motivated
by the repulsive force is executed to detect collisions among not-lone agents and to adjust
the actions to avoid potential collisions effectively.

4. Example Definition and Database Construction. Before the simulation, we ex-
tract examples from real crowd trajectories, which are represented by the 2D position
coordinates of individuals and the corresponding time. Considering the necessity of exe-
cuting collision avoidance, we classify examples into two categories, i.e., the lone example
for individuals without other individuals or obstacles within the field of view (FOV) during
a short period of time, and the not-lone example. FOV is a circle centered on each tracked
individual or agent with radius r. For lone individuals, it is unnecessary to consider the
possibility of collision while it is necessary for not-lone ones.

We take the psychological and behavioral characteristics of human into consideration
and define each example as ⟨state, action⟩, in which state contains environmental and
individual states and action is the next motion direction. For the lone example, the state
is represented as stateex,0 ∈ R2:

stateex,0 = ⟨v̄, α⟩ (1)

where v̄ is the specific individual (subject)’s average speed during a short period of time,
and α is the angle between the direction of current motion and the preferred direction of
the subject.

For the not-lone example, the state is denoted as stateex,1 ∈ RM×N+2:

stateex,1 = ⟨s1,1, s1,2, . . . , s1,N , s2,1, . . . , s2,N , . . . , sM,1, . . . , sM,N , v̄, α⟩ (2)
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where M represents the current frame of human motion sequence, and N is the number
of sectors divided in the FOV. sm,n describes the relative position relationship between
the current subject and surrounding individuals or obstacles (neighbors) within the FOV,
which is defined as:

sm,n =


(

1−
d2

n,i

r2

)
∗ e−

|αn,i|
180 , 0 < dn,i < r

0, dn,i ≥ r
(3)

where m = 1, . . . , M , n = 1, . . . , N , and i identifies the neighbors in the sector n. dn,i is
the distance between the subject and neighbor i. αn,i is the angle between the subject’s
current direction of movement and the direction pointing to the neighbor i from the
subject.

In Equation (3), dn,i and αn,i are determined by:

⟨dn,i, αn,i⟩ = arg min
αn,j

(
min
dn,j

{⟨dn,j, |αn,j|⟩}
)

(4)

where j = 1, . . . , J and J is the number of neighbors in the current sector n. Figure 2
illustrates the variables in Equations (3) and (4).

Figure 2. The situation for the not-lone example, in which the circle rep-
resents the FOV, which is centered on the subject

With the absolute value of the angle αn,i increasing, the value of e−
|αn,i|
180 decreases and

thus leads to sm,n decreasing. Equation (3) is formulated based on the fact that human
beings tend to pay more attention to the areas ahead and nearby neighbors in the real
world.

action ∈ R2 is defined as a vector ⟨x, y⟩, which indicates the direction of motion in
the next step.

Based on the real trajectories and equations above, we can calculate and extract ex-
amples from real trajectories. Next, we classify the examples into two databases, i.e.,
lone example DB and not-lone example DB for searching efficiently. A KD-tree is built
as a DB correlated with the lone example. As for the not-lone examples, the principal
components analysis (PCA) is employed to map the dimension of stateex,1 into a lower-
dimension space for eliminating dispensable information and searching similar states more
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Figure 3. Example DB construction

efficiently. As the KD-tree tends to search more slowly with higher dimensions (generally
higher than 10), we build the ExhaustiveSearcher object using Matlab R2014b as the
DB correlated with the not-lone example in this paper. The process for the example DB
construction is briefly illustrated in Figure 3. Classifying examples will save data space
and improve the searching performance compared with unifying the example formula and
stored in one database.

5. Collision Avoidance Mechanism. Constructing example databases is a precondi-
tion for example-based simulation. In this section, the approach for selecting examples,
calculating actions, and collision avoidance for not-lone agents during a simulation will
be introduced.

5.1. Example selection strategy. Agents are classified as two categories: lone agent
and not-lone agent. For the lone agents, we calculate the Euclidean distance as the
similarity between the lone agent and lone example according to their states. Then, we
pick one out of the top ten similar examples randomly for each agent. The random
strategy enables lone agents to avoid going straight and show slight variation in action,
so that they can step to the goals naturally.

For the not-lone agents, the cosine distance between states of the agent and the not-lone
example is computed as the similarity. As cosine distance values are naturally normalized,
further inter-feature normalization is not necessary, although retrieval results based on
Euclidean distance and cosine distance are similar in high dimensional data spaces [28].
Then, we search top k similar examples by the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm.
Thus, each not-lone agent can attain k similar examples.

5.2. Action calculation by VO. With selected examples, actions are calculated for
agents. For the lone agents, we can obtain the action by multiplying the action in the
selected example by v̄ in Formula (1) without considering the problem of collision. We
will focus on the action calculation for the not-lone agents in the following.

Each agent is abstracted as a circle with radius R, and collision is deemed to happen
when the distance between any two centers is smaller than 2R as shown in Figure 4. In
order to predict a collision, we make use of the actions of neighbors who are sorted before
the subject, and assume neighbors who are sorted after the subject select the actions of
the most similar examples.

In the ideal condition, agents could always get collision-free actions using examples.
However, because trajectory data cannot always fully describe the simulation scenarios,
the problem of not having any existing safe action in similar examples remains. To deal
with this problem, we employ the velocity obstacle (VO) based rule to calculate at least
one safe velocity. Briefly speaking, VO is a set of colliding velocities with neighbors. In the
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Figure 4. The situation of collision between two agents

Figure 5. Method of calculating feasible velocity by VO

multi-agent simulation, each agent should calculate velocities outside the combined VO
on the basis of the velocities of its neighbors. Moreover, velocities should be restricted to
lie within an admissible range. In our work as illustrated in Figure 5, we restrict velocities
to lie within the admissible set V (v), which is defined as formation (5):

V (v) = {v|∥v∥ < vmax} (5)

where vmax is the maximum agent velocity.
Ideally, velocities should be chosen outside the combined VO and inside V (v). However,

in our work, velocities inside the VO are allowed, considering the possibility that the
combined VO occupies the entire set of V (v). Motivated by J. V. D. Berg et al. [29], the
penalty function (6) is introduced to deal with this issue:

penalty(v) =
1

tc(v)
+ w∥vpref − v∥ (6)

where tc(v) is the time before collision with a given neighbor under the velocity v, vpref

is the preferred velocity whose magnitude is the current speed of the subject, and the
direction is pointing to the goal. w is a factor controlling the contribution of the difference
between vpref and v to the penalty. The penalty function is designed to measure the
fitness of a velocity. Specifically, when the time to collision is longer and velocity is closer
to the preferred velocity of the agent, the penalty is smaller, i.e., the velocity is more
suitable.
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For efficient calculation, we sample a number N of velocities (denoted as {v′}) inside
V (v), and select the velocity vnext with the minimal penalty as the action for the agent:

vnext = arg min
v′∈{v′}

penalty(v′) (7)

5.3. Collision-fixing algorithm for avoiding potential collisions. According to the
VO-based rule, we calculate actions for the agents who cannot find available examples.
The VO model can efficiently avoid collisions in theory. Unfortunately, in our framework,
VO’s efficiency is somewhat impacted if the parameter N in Section 5.2 is not suitably
assigned. Besides this, it is also possible that the time to the collision in taking the
attained velocity vnext is less than one frame. Under this circumstance, the velocity
(namely action) may lead to a collision. In order to avoid a possible collision, a novel CF
algorithm is proposed in this paper.

With the current position and calculated action, the expected position of the agent in
the next frame can be calculated, and thereby we can locate potential collisions. Based on
these conditions, CF checks the collision that is definitely going to occur and recalculates
actions. The algorithm principle is motivated by the social force model in which repulsive
effects are utilized to avoid an object or individual [30]. In CF algorithm, the expected
positions of agents that are going to collide in the next frame will be moved along the
direction of the largest repulsive force. In this way, the colliding agents are pushed away
to the safe positions which are taken as the new expected positions.

Supposing three agents ⟨A,B, C⟩ will collide in the next step as shown in Figure 6(a).
Using the CF algorithm, we adjust expected positions pairwise, i.e., ⟨A,B⟩ and ⟨A,C⟩. In

Figure 6. Demonstration of the CF algorithm for fixing collisions. Circles
represent agents A, B and C; An, Bn and Cn represent centers of agents,
where n = 1 indicates the current position, n = 2 for the expected position,
and n = 3 for the new expected position. (a) shows the current and expected
positions of agents. (b) and (c) illustrate position adjustment of A, B and
C. (d) presents new expected positions with the repulsion effect.
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Figure 6(b), the direction of the largest repulsive force between A and B on the positions
A2 and B2 lies on the line (namely L) determined by A2 and B2. Detailed calculation
should follow the three rules below.

(1) The new expected positions A3 and B3 for agent A and B should lie on the line L
according to the largest repulsion effect.

(2) The center distance |A3B3| as shown in Figure 6(b) should not be smaller than the
sum of A.R and B.R, which are the radii of agents A and B respectively.

|A3B3| ≥ A.R + B.R (8)

In Formula (8), |A3B3| represents the final distance between the two agents after the
repulsive force works. The distance is defined by experiments on the underlying simulation
scenario.

(3) The agent mass is roughly regarded as equal, so the agents are repulsed by the same
force magnitude. Thus, the adjustment distance |A2A3| for agent A and |B2B3| for agent
B should be equal as shown in Equation (9).

|A2A3| = |B2B3| (9)

Based on the above rules and the positions of A1, A2, B1, B2, the new expected positions
A3, B3 can be calculated. Taking agent A for example, the calculating process is presented
below. Key points and vectors are shown in Figure 7.

Prerequisites:
(1) The positions of A1, A2, B2 ∈ R2

(2) The distance between A3 and B3, |A3B3|
(3) |A2A3| = |B2B3|
Derivation:
(1) |A2A3| = (|A3B3| − |A2B2|)/2
(2)
−−−→
A2A3 =

−−−→
B2A2

|B2A2| × |A2A3|
(3) A3 = A2 +

−−−→
A2A3,

−−−→
A1A3 = A3 − A1

Now we focus on the agent pair of ⟨A, C⟩ as shown in Figure 6(c). As agent A has
been adjusted, we only need to adjust the expected position of agent C to avoid a collision
between A and C. In this case, repulsive force merely has an effect on agent C. Therefore,
the first two rules remain the same but the adjustment distance in the rule (3) is replaced
with Equation (10):

|C2C3| = |A3C3| − |A3C2| (10)

The result after employing CF is shown in Figure 6(d). Obviously, A, B and C will
not collide with each other in the next step after adjustment; however, collisions with

Figure 7. Positions and actions of agents A and B
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other agents may happen, since the other agents have obtained their next actions during
the time when the three agents have changed their own. To address this problem, the
center distance (the magnitude of repulsive force) in the second rule will be dynamically
reduced until collisions decrease. If the center distance is reduced to the sum of the two
agents’ R and the number of collisions has not decreased, the current agent pair will not
be adjusted.

The pseudocode of CF is presented as Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, p (p ≥ 1) is a
parameter to determine the center distance (in line 7). In the real world, people prefer
to preserve their personal space and maintain a distance from others, so we first try large
repulsive force, then the smaller one (in line 16).

Algorithm 1 CF
Input: agents – set of not alone agents; p – parameter for position adjustment
1 collisionAgents, collisionPairs ← calculateCollision(agents.expectedPostn);
2 collisionAgents.label ← 0;
3 for each ⟨A, B⟩ in collisionPairs
4 if A.label + B.label < 2
5 leftAgents ← getLeftAgents(agents, A, B);
6 do
7 distance = p*(A.R + B.R);
8 postnA, postnB ← adjustPosition(A, B, distance);
9 newCollisionNum = collisionNum(postnA, postnB, leftAgents);
10 oldCollisionNum = collisionNum(A.expectedPostn, B.expectedPostn,

leftAgents);
11 if newCollisionNum < oldCollisionNum
12 updateNewPosition(A, B, postnA, postnB);
13 updateLabel(A, B);
14 break;
15 end if
16 shrink(p);
17 while p ≥ 1
18 end if
19 end for

Different from methods of predicting collision, the CF algorithm is proposed to fix
knowable collisions in the simulation system. Due to working only when there exist
potential collisions, CF is less invasive to the example-based method. If CF changes the
actions, it will introduce two advantages. Firstly, collisions will reduce in the next frame.
As elucidated above, the new action is calculated based on the obtained action and the
slight change of the obtained action is guaranteed by the parameter p, so the trajectories
of agents will be continuous. Secondly, the following actions are easier to be obtained
from the example DB when there is no collision.

6. Experiments and Results. In this section, we first introduce the experimental setup
and demonstrate the impact of data on the state similarity. Then we examine our method
and compare it with state-of-the-art methods from the aspects of collision avoidance and
real-world performance.

6.1. Dataset and experimental setup. Our experiments are conducted on a PC with
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU of 3.40 GHz and the dataset is from the Crowd Data of SNU
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Movement Research Lab1. We selected the trajectories of behavior oneway and aggressive
to build our example DB. People walk in normal speeds from the same starting side
to the opposite in a rectangle region in the oneway model and walk faster in that of
the aggressive. Table 1 shows the number of trajectories and extracted examples. We
constructed the not-lone example DB on the basis of the 2833 not-lone examples and
constructed the lone example DB based on the 1280 lone examples.

Table 1. Trajectories dataset and extracted examples

Behaviors Trajectories Examples Not-lone examples Lone examples
oneway 67 2648 1687 961

aggressive 46 1465 1146 319
total 113 4113 2833 1280

According to the real-world trajectories in Table 1, we constructed a rectangle with
310 × 200 unit length (l) as the range of the simulation environment, and agents are
represented as circles with radius 7.5 l in the 2D plane. We define the unit of velocity
as l/f , in which f represents frame. The initial speeds {v} of agents are generated by
Gaussian distribution, v ∼ N (5.4, 1.82) where a mean of 5.4 is estimated from the real-
world trajectory data and the standard deviation is set to 1.8.

In the real-world crowd data of Table 1, there are nearly 6 individuals per frame walking
in the scenario. In order to study the proposed collision-avoidance approach in this paper,
we designed six different simulation scenarios for our experiments by setting different
entrance positions, frequency, and motion destinations. Each simulation lasts for 100
frames. Thus, we acquired six scenarios with different densities and walking behavior as
introduced in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 8.

Table 2. Simulation scenarios

Scenario
7 a/f,

Oneway
19 a/f,
Oneway

27 a/f,
Oneway

35 a/f,
Oneway

17 a/f,
Twoway

15 a/f,
Crossway

Density
(agent/frame)

7 19 27 35 17 15

Behavior one-way one-way one-way one-way two-way cross-way

6.2. Dataset impact on state similarity. In our work, we evaluated the impact of a
dataset on the example-based crowd simulation, especially the impact of state similarity
between not-lone agents and the corresponding examples.

To obtain different databases for evaluation, we constructed five not-lone example DBs
out of the 2833 not-lone examples in Table 1. We extracted about 500, 1000, 1500, 2000,
and 2500 examples respectively from the 2833 not-lone examples. In the experiments,
the 2833 not-lone examples were classified into 100 clusters by K-Means, based on the
cosine distance, and the corresponding extracted proportions in the clusters were 17.65%
(≈ 500/2833), 35.30%, 52.95%, 70.60%, and 88.25%. According to the five proportions,
we extracted the corresponding examples from 100 clusters and constructed five not-lone
example DBs named DB 500, DB 1000, DB 1500, DB 2000, and DB 2500, where the
number denotes the extracted example amount. Additionally, the original lone example
DB was utilized for lone-agents in all of the experiments. The simulation method for
this experiment is such that when collision-free examples cannot be found, the agent will

1http://mrl.snu.ac.kr/
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Figure 8. Screenshots of the six simulation scenarios

act with the most similar example’s action without introducing either the VO or CF
algorithms.

During simulation, the top N similarities for each not-lone agent in every frame, as one
record row, were stored in one table. After simulation, a matrix DMN could be attained,
where D = (dij), and M represents the total number of records. Then we calculated the

average similarity sim based on the column D: simj =
∑M

i=1 dij

M
, where j = 1, . . . , N .

We firstly tested the six scenarios on DB 2500 and next tested the scenario 7 a/f,
Oneway on the five DBs. In Figure 9, the average similarities for the top 100 most similar
examples are shown. In Figures 9(a) and 9(b), the horizontal axis represents the rank of
the most similar examples as j, and the vertical axis represents the corresponding average
similarity simj. As Figure 9(a) shows, similarity decreases as the scenario increasingly
differs from the scenario of the real-world data. On the other side, in Figure 9(b), where
the amount of data decreases, the similarity also decreases. The phenomenon can be
explained as both the complexity of the scenario and the example amount in the real-
world data will impact the state similarity between the agent and the example. In other
words, the real-world data might impact the quality of simulation results. With more
sufficient real-world data, the result of example-based simulation tends to be of higher
quality. We further demonstrated this assertion in the latter experiments in the case of
collision avoidance.

6.3. Collision avoidance and simulation results. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, experiments were conducted to test the performance of collision
avoidance and the level of realism.
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Figure 9. Similarity curves: (a) the similarity curves for each simulation
scenario performed on DB 2500; (b) the similarity curves for scenario 7 a/f,
Oneway performed on the five DB

6.3.1. Collision avoidance. Firstly, we tested the effectiveness of the proposed CF algo-
rithm. The time of collision was recorded both before and after applying the proposed
CF algorithm during the simulation in each frame. After performing several rounds of
simulation, average times of collision per frame, denoted as t f , were calculated. Since
there were no collisions before or after executing the CF algorithm in the scenario 7 a/f,
Oneway and 19 a/f, Oneway, results of the other four scenarios are shown in Figure 10. In
scenario 27 a/f, Oneway as shown in Figure 10(a), the CF algorithm eliminates potential
collisions in the frames from 20 to 30 and 82; in scenario 35 a/f, Oneway as shown in Fig-
ure 10(b), the CF algorithm eliminates most of the potential collisions in the frames from
26 to 65; in scenario 17 a/f, Twoway and 15 a/f, Crossway as shown in Figure 10(c) and
Figure 10(d) respectively, the CF algorithm could obviously reduce collisions. Because
CF algorithm checks potential collisions and fixes the dangerous actions, collisions will
be avoided. When the parameter p decreases to the minimum and collision times still do
not reduce, CF algorithm will not recalculate the actions. Hence, there exist cases where
collision remains the same, e.g., frames from 60 to 70 in Figure 10(a). We can conclude
that the proposed CF algorithm can reduce collisions and produce a remarkable effect
especially in complex scenarios.

We then performed a series of experiments to compare the collision avoidance per-
formance of our simulation method named OURS with PAG [27]. In order to prevent
interference, we implemented PAG with our example definition. In the experiment, we
use the times of the examples that could not be found (t n) and the times of collision
(t c) during simulation to evaluate the simulation result. The averages of t n and t c are
calculated and shown in Table 3. Besides collision times, times of example not found
t n also indicate the realistic results of different simulation methods to some extent. The
smaller t n indicates the simulation is more realistic, because more safe actions are found
in the examples. From Table 3, it can be seen that collisions seldom occur even in the
complex scenarios 17 a/f, Twoway and 15 a/f, Crossway with our method. Since the
pure example-based simulation method relies on the real-world data completely, colli-
sions are easy to occur when the data could not fully describe the simulation scenario.
However, with the introduced rule and further collision avoidance algorithm, our method
could avoid most collisions so as to simulate more simulation scenarios. The simulation
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Figure 10. Comparison of average collision times before and after execut-
ing the CF algorithm

Table 3. Times of example not found and collision comparison of PAG and OURS

``````````````scenario
method PAG OURS

t n t c t n t c
7 a/f, Oneway 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.00
19 a/f, Oneway 0.47 0.05 0.29 0.00
27 a/f, Oneway 1.56 0.18 1.08 0.02
35 a/f, Oneway 3.74 0.47 2.44 0.03
17 a/f, Twoway 121.93 56.53 78.36 0.16
15 a/f, Crossway 112.37 55.08 58.38 0.05

result demonstrates that our method is extremely effective when there are no collision-free
examples during a simulation.

6.3.2. Realistic performance. In addition to collision avoidance, we conducted experi-
ments to evaluate realistic performance with respect to trajectory, energy cost and velocity
by comparing OURS with PAG and the velocity-based method optimal reciprocal collision
avoidance (ORCA) [31]. The results are as follows.
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Trajectory. We randomly chose 20 trajectories from the real-world data in Table 1 and
the simulated trajectories from scenario 7 a/f, Oneway, respectively, which are shown in
Figure 11. In ORCA, if one agent would not collide with others with the preferred action,
it does not change the current action. Thereby, straight trajectories were usually preferred
by ORCA as shown in Figure 11(d). Because people tend not to perambulate in perfectly
straight lines in the real world, ORCA performs less realistically. On the other hand, in
Figures 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c), trajectories simulated by OURS are similar to PAG and
real-world trajectories.

To quantitatively demonstrate that the simulated trajectories with OURS can guar-
antee the natural simulation, we calculate discrete Fréchet distance [32] to measure the
trajectory similarity. According to the start points and the time entering the scenario in
the real-world trajectories as shown in Figure 11(a), we ran the simulation with PAG,
OURS and ORCA respectively. The average discrete Fréchet distance was calculated and
shown in Table 4.

Since a shorter Fréchet distance indicates a higher curve similarity, the trajectories
simulated by OURS and PAG are more similar to each other and more similar to the
real-world trajectories compared with those of ORCA. Because the actions of agents in
the example-based method are mainly obtained from the real-world data, the simulated
trajectories tend to be similar to the real-world ones. The conclusion can be drawn that
our method maintains a level of realism on par with the example-based simulation method.

Energy Cost. It is well known that in the real world, an obstructed path usually
consumes more bodily energy than does an unobstructed path. In a simulation, agents

Figure 11. Trajectories sampled from the real-world data and the simu-
lated trajectories of the scenario 7 a/f, Oneway using the methods of the
PAG, OURS, and ORCA

Table 4. The average discrete Fréchet distance between the real-world
trajectory and simulated trajectory

Distance Real-world trajectories PAG OURS
PAG 59.91 0 36.89

OURS 60.00 36.89 0
ORCA 75.78 68.04 68.23
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need to change their velocities to avoid collision more frequently in the complex scenar-
ios, which results in an extra energy cost. Therefore, the energy cost can be taken as
the measurement of the real-world results. To measure energy cost characteristic of the
simulation, we calculated the energy cost per unit time with Formula (11) [33]:

Ew = 2.23 + 1.26v2 (11)

where Ew is in watts per kilogram body mass and v is the speed in m/s. In our experiment,
we customized v in l/f , set body mass m as 50 kg and thereby produced the following
energy cost formula for each piece of motion trajectory:

Ep = m

F∑
i=1

(2.23 + 1.26|vi|2) (12)

where F is the number of frames and i = 1, . . . , F .
The straight line from the starting point to the goal of trajectories is viewed as the

desired motion path. The straight-line distance denoted as lp represents the path length.
Thus, we could get ⟨lp, Ep⟩ pairs for each track segment. Then, the average Ep of the
same lp was calculated and it represented the general energy cost for a given path. To
assess the realism of a simulation, we compared the energy cost of PAG, OURS, and
ORCA in scenario 7 a/f, Oneway with the real-world data, and the results are shown in
Figure 12. As in nature, the longer the path is, the more energy costs. When the paths
are shorter than 40, the energy cost is similar among the real-world data and simulated
trajectories. As the length increases, the energy cost of PAG and OURS stays close to
that of the real-world data, while ORCA takes less energy cost and diverges from the
others. This result can be explained by the example-based method presenting flexible
motion in real life so that more energy is consumed while the rule-based method remains
rigid and thereby costs less energy. On the other hand, it can be demonstrated that our
method introduces rules, yet maintains the kinetic characteristics of real people.

Velocity. Finally, we compared the mean of the velocity and the standard deviation
of the simulated trajectories among PAG, OURS, and ORCA as shown in Table 5. It is
obvious that both the mean of the velocity and the standard deviation of OURS are close
to those of PAG in all of the scenarios. Notably, the standard deviation of the velocity

Figure 12. Energy cost for the path of real-world data and trajectories
for scenario 7 a/f, Oneway using the PAG, OURS, and ORCA methods
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Table 5. Comparison of the velocity mean and standard deviation of sim-
ulated trajectories with PAG, OURS, and ORCA in the six scenarios

``````````````scenario
method mean standard deviation

PAG OURS ORCA PAG OURS ORCA
7 a/f, Oneway 5.32 5.27 5.40 0.92 0.91 0.10
19 a/f, Oneway 5.39 5.40 5.22 1.13 1.12 0.36
27 a/f, Oneway 5.51 5.50 5.18 1.23 1.23 0.45
35 a/f, Oneway 5.49 5.48 5.17 1.21 1.21 0.50
17 a/f, Twoway 5.65 5.62 5.26 1.39 1.43 0.53
15 a/f, Crossway 5.89 5.89 5.34 1.38 1.46 0.45

for the real trajectories in Table 1 is 1.16. Compared with ORCA, the standard deviation
of the velocity for OURS and PAG is larger than ORCA and is closer to that of the
real-world trajectories. It is again proven that our method can maintain similar velocity
characteristics with the real-world trajectories. Due to less invasion to the example-based
method, our method can maintain similar velocity characteristics with the real-world
trajectories.

7. Conclusions and Future Works. In this paper, we proposed a novel and effective
method to avoid collisions in the example-based crowd simulation method. First, we con-
structed a lone example DB and not-lone example DB. Actions of agents are to be mainly
calculated from the selected examples. For lone agents, examples are selected randomly
out of a collection of similar examples. For not-lone agents, similar examples whose ac-
tions are collision-free with their neighbors will be chosen. If collision-free examples could
not be found, the VO-based rule is then implemented to calculate actions for the agents.
Moreover, to further improve the effectiveness of collision avoidance, we proposed the CF
algorithm to check and avoid potential collisions. A series of experiments were conducted
to verify the collision avoidance and realistic performance for the method. From the ex-
perimental results, we can conclude that the proposed method performs well in avoiding
collisions especially in complex scenarios, and meanwhile maintains the realistic results of
example-based crowd simulation.

Since crowd simulation is subtle in various respects, there are many avenues for fur-
ther research. In future work, we will focus on the following three points: examining
our method with more complex scenes and performance in structural simulation scenar-
ios, applying our method to improving collision avoidance where a crowd exhibits group
behavior, and improving the calculated performance of the method.
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